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Abstract

The theory of online disembodiment, which suggests sexual identity online may be

incongruent with real-life self-presentation, is problematized by new dating technol-

ogies that may lead to meeting in real life (IRL). Expectations for a single “authentic”
sexual identity increase with the likelihood of meeting IRL. This study examines

sexual scripting and social constructions of heterosexual masculinity among

“straight” men seeking homosexual sex on Craigslist personal ad forums in five

U.S. cities. I argue that heterosexual masculinity is enacted by “straight” men who

seek sex with men on Craigslist to reinforce authentic heterosexuality among audi-

ences of “out” gay men posting in the same forums.
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Constructing Sexual Identity Online

Digital media have played a crucial role in mobilizing subcultural sexual dis-
courses. Queer people were among the Internet’s earliest and most savvy adap-
ters, using computer-mediated communication to challenge offline paradigms of
hegemonic heterosexuality. By 1995, just four years after the introduction of the
World Wide Web, scholars were publishing about queer uses of online technol-
ogies. McLean and Schubert (1995, pp. 4852) observed that “mailing lists, elec-
tronic mail, web pages, MOOs/MUDs and electronic chatting all offer new ways
of expressing and analyzing queerness.” As Internet use proliferated across class
and social divides, researchers tracked its sexual evolution. McKenna and Bargh
(1998) showed that Internet newsgroups of the late 1990s provided social sup-
port networks for people with marginalized sexual identities, while Gray (2009)
and Marciano (2011) argued online representations of queerness eased young
peoples’ coming out processes. Academics lauded the Internet’s role in normal-
izing queer identities, highlighting that “part of the appeal of the Internet for
gays and lesbians is that within the safe cyberspaces of the Internet, identities
can be shaped, tested, and transformed” (Gudelunas, 2005; Woodland, 2000).

The message boards, chat rooms, and Web forums of the 1990s raised import-
ant questions about sexual authenticity online. Research on online disembodi-
ment—the lack of a physical body in Internet-mediated space—argued digital
sexual exploration “allows for a certain freedom of expression, of physical pres-
entation and of experimentation beyond one’s own real-life limits” (McRae,
1997, p. 75). Passing homosexuals could explore their sexualities online without
fearing judgment from real-life heterosexual partners, family members, or social
groups (see Yoshino, 2002). For instance, a passing gay man could maintain his
heterosexual identity in real life (IRL) while existing out and proud online.
While canonical theorists (Goffman, 1959; Jung, 1953) have established distinc-
tions between public and private identity, new media question the legitimacy of
the performed self in Internet-mediated spaces. Although emerging technologies
remain instrumental for gay and lesbian liberation, offline social pressures limit
the scope of digital asylum for contemporary sexual minorities.

Today’s hookup applications, dating websites, and personal ad forums chal-
lenge understandings of sexual authenticity by conflating online and offline
sexual identities. While disembodied sexual exploration might occur organically
in chat rooms or virtual realities such as Second Life, an expectation for overlap
between online identity and offline identity increases once a presumption of
interaction IRL occurs (Ellison, Heino, & Gibbs, 2006). The expectation for a
single, authentic identity is particularly salient in contexts where physical sexual
interaction is the goal, despite online self-presentation being more fluid than
physical presentation (Ellison et al., 2006; Walther, 1996). Social pressures
related to sexuality, gender, race, class, and socioeconomic status, then, are
equally present online and offline. Lori Kendall’s (1998) argument in Symbolic
Interaction is equally salient today as at the turn of the Millennium: “People use
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assumptions about identity—including understandings of race, gender, age, and
so forth—to organize their social world and inform their interactions. They do
not necessarily join online forums expecting or desiring these understandings of
identity to change” (p. 130).

I contend that social constructions of sexual identity IRL are increasingly
important to constructions of online sexual identity in today’s hybrid media
cultures, where online sexual exploration might lead to offline sexual encounters.
In this study, I examine how sexual authenticity is constructed vis-à-vis its rela-
tionship with offline sexual identity in Craigslist personal ads written by self-
identified heterosexual men seeking sex with other men. Although research has
investigated “passing” offline (see Woods & Lucas, 1993; Yoshino, 2002), less
attention has been paid to the ways social constructions of offline sexual identity
materialize in social constructions of online sexual identity.

I argue that social constructions of heterosexual masculinity are replicated
by “straight” men who have sex with men (MSM) online despite the Internet’s
added potential for sexual identity augmentation. Throughout this article,
I use “straight” (in quotes) to describe heterosexually self-identified MSM.
That is, “straight” MSM on Craigslist use ad forums to seek homosexual
sexual encounters, but they frame their sexual identities in terms of heterosex-
ual masculinity in online personal ads. One previous study of “straight”
MSM on Craigslist in Los Angeles (Ward, 2008) found that “straight”
White MSM use their Caucasian racial identity to bolster claims of hetero-
sexuality. Because the author acknowledges that the sociopolitical landscape
of Southern California notably colors her analysis, my research examines a
more diverse and generalizable geographic sample of “straight” MSM on
Craigslist. This article concludes that “straight” MSM across state and racial
lines leverage heterosexual masculinity to negotiate MSM sex with other
“straight” men on Craigslist. However, Black men use a culturally unique
discourse when seeking “straight” MSM sex. Adopting heterosexual, masculine
sexual scripts validates authentic heterosexuality among diverse MSM
Craigslist posters.

Heterosexual Masculinity and Racial Identity

Panic surrounding sexual authenticity has largely concerned bisexual activity
among passing MSM—especially down low (DL) men. The DL describes a
particular subculture of “straight” African American MSM who have secretive
sex with other men, putting primary female partners at risk for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and other sexually transmitted infections
(STIs) (Chu, Peterman, Doll, Buehler, & Curran, 1992; Ford, Whetten, Hall,
Kaufman, & Thrasher, 2007; Millett, Malebranche, Mason, & Spikes, 2005;
Montgomery, Mokotoff, Gentry, & Blair, 2003). Popular discourse about the
DL boomed after DL memoirist J. L. King was featured on The Oprah
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Winfrey Show in 2004 (King & Hunter, 2004). Cultural critics argue
the DL stigmatizes Black MSM (Boykin, 2005) because it “represent(s) a
complex depiction of masculinity intertwined with secretive same-sex sexual
behavior” (Robinson & Vidal-Ortiz, 2013, p. 224) and assumes DL men are
HIV-positive.

The DL is conceptually important to research concerning heterosexual mas-
culinity—a social-sexual identity characterized by homophobia, “success and
status, toughness and independence, aggressiveness and dominance,” and by
an absence of femininity and homosexuality (Herek, 1986, p. 568)—and identity
construction because public health interventionists want to prevent HIV among
“straight” Black MSM. “Straight” Black MSM exist at the intersections of many
HIV risk factors. African American adults and MSM in general report higher
rates of HIV than other risk groups (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
[CDC], 2014). In 2010, African Americans represented almost half of new HIV
cases in the United States, despite comprising only 12% of the population
(CDC, 2014). Black MSM represented 72% of new HIV infections reported
among African Americans (CDC, 2014). Black MSM are also less likely to be
“out”–—that is they are more likely to be DL—largely due to social stigma
surrounding homosexuality in Black communities (Kennamer, Honnold,
Bradford, Hendricks, 2000; Mason, Simoni, Marks, Johnson, & Richardson,
1997). Research shows Black MSM are more likely than White MSM to hide
sexual encounters with men from their female partners (Stokes, McKirnan, Doll,
& Burzette, 1996), less likely to disclose their bisexuality or homosexuality to
their social groups and health-care providers (Kennamer et al., 2000), and less
likely to disclose being HIV-positive to female sexual partners (Mason et al.,
1997). Not being “out” may increase HIV risk for the DL man, his primary
female sexual partner(s), and his secondary male partner(s) (Stokes et al., 1996).

My research investigates how “straight” MSM across racial groups construct
their heterosexual masculinities online, and it is attentive to social pressures men
in general and Black men in particular face within their own communities. That
is, because Black sexuality has historically been constructed as deviant or kinky,
aggressively sexual, and attuned to heterosexuality (Ferber, 2007), “straight”
Black MSM may adhere to very particular social sexual scripts. Scholars
argue that there are higher rates of closeted bisexual behavior in communities
whose values define homosexuality as particularly “unmanly”—as in commu-
nities of color (Doll & Beeker, 1996). Self-presentation as heterosexual with a
primary female partner may lessen judgments made against homosexuality in
these communities (Mays, Cochran, & Zamudio, 2004; Robinson & Vidal-Ortiz,
2013). Further, media coverage of the DL has engaged discourse surrounding
Black male sexuality, but not White male sexuality, perhaps contributing to
further internalization of traditional sexual scripts related to Black male sexu-
ality (Boykin, 2005; Ford et al., 2007).
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Research Questions

I advance two research questions that investigate the social constructions of
heterosexual masculinity, sexual identity, and racial identity among “straight”
MSM on Craigslist. These questions address the interplay between sexual
authenticity, offline sexual scripting, and online sexual identity.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): How do “straight” MSM on Craigslist construct
their gender and sexual identities in terms of heterosexuality and masculinity?

Research Question 2 (RQ2): How does African American racial identity intersect
with the construction of heterosexual masculinity among “straight” MSM on
Craigslist?

Method

Studies of sexual identity have traditionally relied on self-reported data provided
in surveys or during face-to-face interviews, in which researchers attempt to
understand the “real” sexual behaviors, desires, and interests of respondents
(Savin-Williams, Joyner, & Rieger, 2012). However, fear of researcher bias
may limit individuals’ willingness to self-express their sexual identities (Leary,
1995; Stone, Bachrach, Jobe, Kurtzman, & Cain, 1999). This study sidesteps the
interview process, instead taking an observational stance in which the researcher
is completely removed from and unknown by the research pool. Laner and
Kamel’s seminal Media Mating papers used a similar method to identify self-
promotional mating strategies among sexual subcultures in newspaper and
magazine personals in the 1970s (see Laner, 1978; Laner & Kamel, 1978).
Online personal ads provide faster, lower stakes opportunities for interested
parties to screen potential partners than print publications; and researchers
can observe mate selection without interfering with that process (Kaufman &
Phua, 2003). I turned to Craigslist rather than OkCupid, Grindr, chat rooms, or
other digital dating fora because Craigslist’s personal ad archives are free and
open to the public, require no formal registration, and do not demand creation
of a dating profile. In sum, conducting research on Craigslist did not require me
to disturb, mislead, or deceive my research subjects.

In order to paint a vivid picture of “straight” MSM culture on Craigslist,
I applied a two-step research design that provides a window into a hyperdiscreet
sexual subculture. I first conducted an online ethnography—in which I learned
the discourse of “straight” MSM culture by becoming an expert lurker (see
Kozinets, 2010): someone who hangs out on forums but doesn’t participate in
them. By lurking on Craigslist personal ad forums, I began to interpret the
acronym-heavy, slang-laden language of “straight” MSM posters, which I
then coded into themes using an inductive textual analysis.
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Sampling and Coding Procedure

During my lurking process in spring 2014, I reviewed more than 3,000 Craigslist
ads posted in five U.S. metro areas’ Men Seeking Men personal ad sections.
I isolated and then analyzed 342 ads posted by “straight” men on Craigslist,
discarding ads posted by out gay men, bisexual men, transmen, transwomen,
and other queer-identified people. Sampled cities include Chicago, IL (n¼ 134);
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX (n¼ 123); Louisville, KY (n¼ 19); Cincinnati, OH
(n¼ 39); and Birmingham, AL (n¼ 27). I used a random number table to
select each city from a list of the 100-highest population metropolitan statistical
areas (MSAs) in the United States. Random sampling was used so as not to
purposively select the highest population MSAs (such as New York City) or
MSAs in which lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer culture is preva-
lent (such as San Francisco and Los Angeles).

I conducted the textual analysis with the aid of NVivo, a computer program
that streamlines qualitative data management. I coded personal ads posted by
“straight” MSM on Craigslist in each of the five sampled cities. No specific
model or codebook drove the coding process. I established codes based on the
ways “straight” MSM appeared to reinforce their heterosexuality and masculin-
ity in order to attract potential sexual partners. I looked for key words that
indicated particularly masculine behaviors and/or emphasized an express defi-
ance of homosexuality. I was also attentive to the ways race and sexuality
interrelated, noting where “straight” Black MSM’s constructions of heterosex-
ual masculinity overlapped and deviated from “straight” White MSM. I inter-
preted meanings about sexual identity and racial identity by positioning myself
as a fellow “straight” MSM reading personal ad posts. Fundamentally, I looked
for subtext that seemed to say: “I am super straight and I prefer you be too,”
(Dallas, 27).

Findings

Craigslist’s Men Seeking Men personal ad forums foster a clear culture of het-
erosexual masculinity among “straight” MSM. In response to the first research
question—How do “straight” MSM on Craigslist construct their sexual identities
in terms of heterosexuality and masculinity?—it appears posters use a series of
slang terms and acronyms related to “no homo” MSM encounters to commu-
nicate the authentic heterosexuality of their desires to other “straight” MSM.
Consistent with theoretical conceptualizations of heterosexual masculinity, ads
discussed “straight” MSM desires to find masculine “buds” for nonromantic
sexual encounters. “Straight” MSM leveraged their careers and a penchant
for male bonding activities such as sports fandom, female conquests, drinking
alcohol, doing drugs, and watching porn. In response to the second research
question—How does African American racial identity intersect with the
construction of heterosexual masculinity among “straight” MSM on
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Craigslist?—“straight” Black MSM used language related to the DL and incor-
porated Black urban discourse into posts in order to authenticate their blackness
among an overwhelmingly White audience of “straight” MSM.

In this section, I outline themes I elicited from the Craigslist forums, which
illustrate the ways “straight” MSM on Craigslist emphasize their heterosexual
masculinities. I include quotes from the personal ad copy within descriptions of
themes as evidence. I have “translated” ad content within brackets to clarify
meanings, and I have corrected some punctuation and spelling for readability.
As I mentioned in the Method section, this study necessitated my role as online
ethnographer, learning the language of “straight” MSM on Craigslist before
analyzing ads’ meanings. So, when “Craigslist speak” inhibits understanding,
I bracket my translation for readers. Rather than including “SWM seeks str8
MBM for JO buddy,” I would translate: “[Single White male] seeks straight
[married Black man] for [jack off] buddy.” I list posters’ home cities and ages
(when available) before each quote. Additionally, I edited some ads for length,
usually by eliminating additional personal stats from the end of posts. I use
ellipses in brackets to mark deleted content.

Dudes Seeking Buddies

There exists on Craigslist a clear culture of heterosexual masculinity in which
“straight” MSM authenticate their sexual identities by invoking discourses
common to masculine friendship rather than homosexual relationships.
“Straight” MSM are absolutely not seeking partners or husbands. They are,
instead, “looking for a buddy who is nearby to get off with” (Dallas, 31).
Relationships sought by “straight” MSM ranged from anonymous casual
encounters to consistent, friends-with-benefits arrangements. As one man
wrote: “[I’m] looking for a normal, cool, clean, [masculine], discreet dude to
hook up with every once in awhile” (Chicago, 42). With no exceptions,
“straight” MSM were explicitly disinterested in long-term emotional romantic
relationships. As another man put it: “[I’m not] into love or kissing, roman-
ce . . . just purely a sexual release between friends” (Dallas, 44).

Most “straight” MSM were “Not looking for a change of lifestyle” (Chicago,
43), meaning they might be married, have girlfriends or fiancées, or otherwise
date women, and thus they have no interest in “switching teams.” In many cases,
“straight” MSM sought a “like-minded bud” (Cincinnati, 22), bro, or dude who
would respect their discretion and heterosexual lifestyle.

Dallas, 40:What’s it like to have THAT kind of best friend: Have you ever wondered

what it would be like to have THAT kind of best friend? Hang out in a bar, drink a

lot of beer, watch girls together, talk about conquests. But get him alone and slam

him up against the wall with a passionate kiss, rub your hands down his chest, into

his pants, play with his manhood until it’s hard then let nature take its course?
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I do . . .Regular married guy here looking for that buddy. Don’t want to change my

situation either so preferably another married man or man in a serious relationship

with a woman. Not into the gay scene nor have any desire to meet gay men.

Straight or bi only please . . .

Others used the language of a romantic relationship, perhaps to insinuate the
preferred ongoing nature of the sexual encounter, as in the case of the following
man who sought a “discreet boyfriend.” However, ad content squelches any
inkling readers might have for pursuing an “out” homosexual relationship
with the poster.

Cincinnati, 22: I want a regular [friend with benefits]/discreet boyfriend: I am a

22 year old. I am looking for a guy to talk to, have fun with, and to just chill

with. [. . .] If people can tell that you are into guys, you are not the guy for me.

I want you to be super masculine. I want to be able to bring you around my friends

and family without them thinking something is up.[. . .]

Such ads suggest that “straight” MSM sexual identity is directly linked with
heterosexuality and androcentric discourses of hypermasculinity. Although these
ads did not necessarily “[draw] upon the model of adolescent friendship” that
Ward (2008) observed among “straight” White “dudes” seeking MSM sex in Los
Angeles, they did suggest an authentic masculinity that invites sexual contact
without threatening social constructions of heterosexuality among posters. For
successful “straight” MSM sex to occur, “you must be discreet, on the DL,
basically act like you’ve never seen me if we ever run into each other besides
our planned meets” (Chicago, 32).

Anonymous Encounters

In order to achieve maximum discretion, some “straight” MSM took extra pre-
cautions that prevented opportunities for physical and emotional attachment
between involved parties. Although it might be “a macho experience to get
naked with another real man” (Chicago, 59), it is not macho to fall in love. In
a 30-year meta-analysis, Oliver and Hyde (1993) demonstrated that men con-
sistently report positive perceptions of casual sex—a value system clearly
reflected among “straight” MSM on Craigslist. Many MSM in the sample
sought anonymous casual sexual encounters that included blindfolds, dark
rooms, glory holes (a hole in a partition through which the penis is inserted),
and face-down sex to ensure anonymity between sexual partners.

Birmingham, 32: DL masculine white guy for [anonymous] fun with hung dude—use

bothmy holes: Horny after long weekend of work and need some release. Looking for

[anonymous] dark room funwith a hung, clean guy.Usemy throat or ass or both.[ð ]
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Chicago, 34: MWM looking for pump and dump: No [bullshit] guy here just looking

to get off. You have needs, I have needs, having a bad week here and just want to

relieve some tension! [. . .] Would be hot to have a hot [anonymous] scene to come

into. You blindfolded or face down. I lube up and fuck. [. . .]

Chicago, 32: Hungry cocksucker traveling on [business]—married and very discreet:

Have a glory hole sheet setup in my hotel room today and tonight ð door will

be ajar, come in, strip naked and walk over to glory hole sheet hanging over

bathroom door. Feed me your hard cock and load and go. No [reciprocation]

wanted [. . .]

Although men who sought anonymous sex clearly thought it is relevant to
provide information about marital status, age, body type, and disease status, no
ad content indicated the posters sought sexual relationships that would extend
beyond the casual encounter itself. Indeed, the point is that “straight” MSM
“just wanna fuck and unload” (Dallas, 32). Perhaps contrarily for men who seek
anonymous, no-frills sex, “straight” MSM on Craigslist did want potential sex
partners to know one outstanding personal detail: That they were gainfully
employed.

Job Status and Sexual Identity

“Straight” MSM on Craigslist framed their sexual identities around success and
careers. Consistent with theoretical definitions of heterosexual masculinity,
career status was used as a power symbol among posters, but it was also used
to establish the poster’s normalcy. “Straight” MSM in the sample held myriad
occupations across fields and workforces, but those in high-status professions
tended to emphasize their employment as crucial to their search for MSM sex.
Some MSM noted they were posting ads from their offices, for instance, looking
for a quick break from the workday. It is possible that using Craigslist at work is
itself powerful; it takes a certain brand of gumption to use the office computer to
arrange casual sex.

Chicago, 32: Married, hung and need to blow a load: Slow day here in my office and

I can’t get my mind off my raging boner. [Would] like to meet up with a guy, feed

him my cock and maybe nail his ass. Can travel in the loop, and really get off on

public play.

Dallas, 26: Sweet Collin county cocksucker: I work in Collin county and from time

to time I like sucking on a lunch time cock. I don’t swallow I prefer instead to have

you cum all over my face and then take a pic of it before sending it back to me.

Must be [drug and disease] free and able to host. I’m an attractive white, slim,

panties under my slacks professional straight acting guy.
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As I mentioned, many “straight” MSM also used their work and educational
statuses to establish their approachability or sanity among Craigslist posters.
Listing professionalism as a trait desired in suitors seemed to lessen the likeli-
hood of “drama” in the “straight” MSM’s heterosexual real life, as with one who
sought a younger (28–40) White professional bottom.

Dallas, 46: Bi?/Married professional for younger bottom: I’m not looking for

romance (married guy here) or any kind of drama. Me: 46 [years old], very mas-

culine, attractive/[good looking], highly educated/professional, 100% [drug and

disease free], into anything as long as it is safe.

Many ads that mentioned careers did so to legitimize adult masculinity in
contrast to youth who are “looking for someone not too old” (Louisville, 22) for
experiences that might include acts such as “[being] someone’s personal
cumdump” (Birmingham, 20). However, one man in the sample used
Craigslist MSM forums to pursue a career in his desired field. This nonconven-
tional “seeking employment” ad used heterosexual masculinity, homoeroticism,
and career interest to solicit a mutually beneficial relationship—slang for a for-
profit sexual exchange.

Birmingham, age not listed: Attorney? Management? READ ME!: I’m a law school

grad that needs a job working for an attorney so I can get ready to take the bar

exam. I am young and white. Not gay or bi, but willing to serve the right attorney

that is willing to give me a break and a job. No one would know. I don’t want

anyone to know. We would be able to do what you want, when you want. I have

ZERO experience with [men], but like I said willing to do anything. [. . .]

Like the law student from Birmingham, at least one other young man noted
that “[financially] generous and older [are] a plus” (Chicago, 21). Although no
explicit sex work was offered in personal ads in this sample, a few well-employed
men sought younger partners who were “looking for a little help” (Dallas, 50),
while others offered “all expenses paid” (Dallas, 28) nights out in exchange for
companionship. Financial security seems to influence power dynamics among
“straight” MSM and weed out curious young men who might stir up drama. As
one poster demanded: “Be a professional stud who is sincere, respectable,
patient and who will keep me coming back for more” (Dallas, 45).

Male Bonding

Alongside job status, archetypes associated with heterosexual friendship (i.e., not
homosexual friendship) seem to interest “straight” MSM and keep their sex
partners “coming back for more.” Sex sought by “straight” MSM indeed resem-
bles sex that occurs between gay men. It may include genital petting, oral sex,
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and insertive anal intercourse, for instance. But the culture surrounding
“straight” MSM sex distinguishes itself explicitly from a culture of homosexu-
ality. Ads posted by “straight” MSM on Craigslist emphasized elements of trad-
itional male bonding. Ads discussed women’s genitals, pornography, substance
abuse, and sports to ensure heterosexual masculinity are validated. Although a
majority of ads posted by “straight” MSM mentioned posters girlfriends, fian-
cées, or wives in order to authenticate heterosexuality, male bonding took dem-
onstrations of heterosexuality a step further.

“Straight” MSM asserted their continued interest in women despite their
desire for MSM encounters. It appears that “straight” MSM hoped to weed
out authentic homosexuals by asking for partners who “love pussy” or prefer sex
with women. Other “straight” MSM mentioned sex with women in order to
establish their sole interest in nonromantic MSM encounters.

Chicago, 39: CURIOUS GUYS: Hey buds if you love pussy, but curious to suck

cock come by, get naked and learn how to suck this cock. [. . .]

Dallas, 50: Simple so let’s not play games: Why must there be all the games. I am a

married guy who happens to enjoy providing oral [relief] to other like-minded guys.

I am not looking to switch sides, still love pussy but from time to time I need some

spice and “sauce” in my diet. [. . .]

Other “straight” MSM noted an interest in watching pornography during
hookups. Although Ward (2008) found that “dudes” seeking sex on Craigslist
in Los Angeles idealized sharing straight porn, men in my sample did not specify
whether they would prefer to watch straight or gay porn together—with the
exception of one individual who preferred “man porn” (Dallas, 45).

Chicago, 30: Married [jack-off] buddy: Wife is out tonight. Looking for another

professional, discreet dude who wants to meet up, watch some porn and get off.

I’d want to trade a few pics before we agree to this.

Cincinnati, 24: Straight guy looking for fun: Like [the] title says, just looking for a

little extra fun. I’m 24, fun, normal guy. Maybe come over, bring some porn with

[you], we watch it and have fun on each other. I’m 506 and 195 pounds, red headed.

Send me your stats if [you’re] interested.

While watching porn may initiate a sexual encounter, it is also important for
“straight” MSM to lower inhibitions through shared substance abuse. Dozens of
“straight” MSM in this sample suggested marijuana, alcohol, and other drug use
could amplify sexual encounters. Slang surrounding drug use was common, with
codes for marijuana (such as “420” or “dro”) appearing frequently alongside
sexual banter. One man writes: “[I’m a] 420 guy that’s all ready for action”
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(Birmingham, 19). Others mentioned being drug- and alcohol-friendly in order
to authenticate their “hippy” or “hipster” lifestyles, as with another man who
wrote “[I’m] all clean, have long dreadlocks, tattoos, and I’m 420 friendly!
Straight acting, and not out” (Dallas, 25). Marijuana played a prominent role
in “straight” MSM culture on Craigslist, as did “poppers” (a legal inhalant that
intensifies orgasm) and alcohol. One poster also mentioned “skates”—slang for
the club drug ecstasy.

Dallas, 34: Looking for drinking and 420 buds tonight: I’m looking for a cute straight

or bi guy to come chill with and see what happens. Up for some drinks, 420 is fun.

I’m hosting and whatever, open to anything. Just bored and looking for like minds

to hang with. [. . .]

Dallas, 37: Skating looking for someone to play with me: Bored by myself, looking

for someone to play with my dick. I got the skates. Wife will be leaving around 4.

Finally, sports also played a prominent role in establishing heterosexual mas-
culinity among “straight” MSM on Craigslist. Although many men expressed
interest in pornography or substance abuse, others turned to more benign forms
of male bonding to establish sexual compatibility. One man sought group sex
with professional and military men. He screened suitors by asking them to “Put
ROLLTIDE in the title to eliminate spammers” (Birmingham, 46). Rolltide,
famously, is the University of Alabama’s rallying cry. Another man listed that
he was an “ex-college and professional athlete” (Birmingham, 46), while many
others noted their athletic builds or gym bodies. On Craigslist as well as IRL,
masculinity indeed is associated with a man’s ability to discuss and relate to
sporting culture.

Dallas, 31: Any [masculine] Uptown guys?: Looking for a buddy who is nearby to

get off with. The more [masculine] the better—straight/married would be perfect.

Must be in decent shape or better. Only into white guys. Hopefully you know who

won the NCAA tournament, and you know what golf tournament is currently

underway. And hopefully no one would ever imagine you liked to get off with

other guys. That’s who I am looking for. [. . .]

The above individual included a picture of a man’s torso with fraternity let-
ters tattooed onto it. Although this was the only explicit reference to fraternity
membership as a personal identity, it is worth considering that “straight” MSM
on Craigslist use a discourse similar to fraternity brothers when establishing
their masculinities. For the most part, “straight” MSM in the sample used lan-
guage that suggested they are 20-to-40-something Caucasian, upwardly mobile
men who seek other “dudes” and “bros” for friendships that include casual,
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sometimes anonymous sex. The exception appears to be the handful of Black
men identified in the sample, most of whom established masculinity using similar
themes as outlined above, with the added inclusion of ebonic language and
increased DL discourse.

Black Men on the DL

Although Craigslist does not require ad posters to self-identify racial back-
ground in ad content, the site has developed a culture of explicit self-identifica-
tion, likely to improve sexual partner selection. This sample included hundreds
of “straight” MSM that indicated their whiteness through acronyms like
“MWM” (married White male) and “SWM” (single White male) or included
self-referential pictures of White men. However, there was also was a small
population of “straight” non-White MSM seeking sex through Craigslist.
Although Latino and Asian men appeared numerous times in the sample, they
did not appear to construct their heterosexual masculinities in relation to race in
ways that significantly differed from “straight” White MSM. “Straight” Black
MSM, however, inhabited a unique MSM culture that lay at the intersections of
racial and sexual identities. Unlike White men, “straight” Black MSM stated
their race explicitly, often referencing the DL in conjunction to their skin color
in order to substantiate heterosexual masculinity. For instance, “straight”
Black MSM might reference “brown sugar” or “mixed” skin and the DL in
the same ad.

Birmingham, 19: I’m all around fun Ima hot boy who is straight jus’ like to mess

around: [. . .] DL, STD free, masculine, big dick, cut. I stay horny. Ima top, I’m

[built great], masculine, skinny, good muscle. Brown sugar skin. Ima servant look-

ing for a daddy.

Dallas, no age listed: Young guy for DL fun: Young mixed guy looking for mutual

[jack off] or [blow job]. [I] like all races. 5’10’’175 lbs. Hosting in Oaklawn. May

travel. Alcohol friendly. Bring some beer and let’s see what happens.

Like other “straight” MSM, some “straight” Black MSM included language
about heteromasculine friendships, anonymous sex, and male bonding but made
few references to job status as an aspect of heterosexual masculinity. Rather,
“straight” Black MSM used ebonics and curse words to establish masculinity
during their search for DL sex. Although “straight” MSM of many races refer-
enced the DL to define their sexual identities, Black MSM adopted social con-
structions of the DL related to Black urban culture, referencing “thugs” and
“niggas” in their ads.
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Chicago, 23: DL: [MASCULINE] DL BLACK TOP LOOKING FOR A

BOTTOM THAT’S HOSTING [DRUG AND DISEASE FREE]. THUGS,

NICE BODY, FAT ASSES, NO OLD [MOTHERFUCKERS].

Dallas, 31:***TAKE THIS DICK LIKE A CHAMP***: Masculine [Down Low]

top here, very discreet looking for a hosting bottom that is discreet about their shit

and [knows] how to take some dick like a champ.[. . .]

Dallas, 25: WHERE ARE THE BIG DICK DL TOPS?: [BLACK BOTTOM]

HERE LOOKING FOR A DL TOP WITH A BIG DICK. I LOVE TO

SWALLOW DICK. BIG DICK NIGGAS ONLY! NO TIME FOR GAMES.

COME OVER SIT BACK LET ME SUCK YOU AND KEEP IT MOVING!!!

It is clear that “straight” Black MSM use the DL and its race-specific
discourses to describe their sexual interests on Craigslist. The “homothug”
stereotype was especially enacted among DL-identified men in this sample.
However, DL Black men do not use Craigslist to seek essentially different
sexual encounters than their “straight” White counterparts. That is, there was
no indication that DL Black men sought sexual interactions that would put them
at higher risk for HIV infection (other than seeking sex with other Black MSM,
the risk group with the highest rate of HIV). It is possible that “straight” Black
and White MSM use different sexual scripts to describe their sexual orientations
due to community- and race-specific pressures regarding performances of het-
erosexual masculinity.

This study’s findings generalize and expand Ward’s (2008) findings about
“dude sex” on Craigslist Los Angeles to a national sample. In concordance
with Ward’s research, I found that “straight” MSM in the five sampled cities
tend to be White “dudes” who define heterosexual masculinity through racia-
lized references to “sports, beer, fraternity membership, smoking pot and being
‘chill’, ‘buds’, or ‘bros’” (Ward, 2008, p. 421). There appear to be distinct dif-
ferences between discourses used by “straight” White MSM and DL Black
MSM on Craigslist, specifically surrounding use of the DL and its associations
with Black urban life. However, the small number of posts made by Black men
in the sample limited the power of a race-specific inductive analysis.

Conclusions

Through this hybrid online ethnography, I elicited themes within personal ads
posted by “straight” MSM in five cities on Craigslist. Findings showed that
“straight” MSM use rhetorics common to heterosexual masculinity in personal
ads soliciting homosexual sex. MSM in the sample sought “straight” buds
for casual and anonymous sexual encounters, highlighted their professional
statuses to suggest they are “not a creeper” (Dallas, 28), and desired male
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bonding activities. “Straight” MSM on Craigslist emphasized these qualities to
distinguish themselves from authentic homosexuals on Craigslist ad forums.
“Straight” Black men in the sample reflected many of the qualities common to
other “straight” MSM but indicated the intersections of their heterosexual mas-
culinity and racial identity by searching for “thugs” and “niggas,” using curse
words, and self-identifying using the DL.

This study suggests social constructions of heterosexual masculinity are
indeed replicated in online contexts despite the Internet’s added potential for
sexual identity augmentation. Although “straight” MSM on Craigslist ad
forums sought sex that might very well be homosexual in nature, they used
discourses that separate them explicitly from gay men on the message boards.
Theorists of online disembodiment argue that individuals may explore sexual
identities online that have no conceivable relation to their real-life sexualities,
given the Internet’s nonphysical nature. This study challenges assumptions of
online disembodiment on Craigslist. While online disembodiment may occur in
Second Life and other virtual realities, it does not occur authentically in personal
ad forums where online identities might be expected to transfer over into real-life
sexual interactions. Although “straight” MSM absolutely shape, test, and trans-
form their sexual identities on Craigslist, they do not appear to separate their
Craigslist personas from the social constructions of their physical realities. That
is, the sexual scripts that pervade their sexual identities IRL are replicated within
the content of their online personal ads.

This study also has implications for research on social constructions of DL
sexuality. Although “straight” MSM abound on Craigslist personal ad forums,
White men post in numbers that far exceed men of color. It is crucial that
further work examines DL sexual identities and their relationship to computer-
mediated platforms. Given self-reports that show at least 40% of gay men seek
sex online (Blackwell, 2010; Grov et al., 2007; Robinson & Vidal-Ortiz, 2013),
it is likely that “straight” Black MSM also turn online to find sexual partners.
The dearth of “straight” Black men on Craigslist might suggest hegemonic
constructions of heterosexual masculinity are more pervasive in Black
communities than in White communities, in turn shaming Black men from
seeking MSM sex online and pushing them even further DL. However, it
could likewise suggest a gap in access to or interest in Craigslist as a sexual
medium.

These findings are dependent on the study’s exploratory method, which part-
nered ethnographic observation with textual analysis to draw conclusions about
online sexual identity construction and its relationship with offline sexual script-
ing. My ability to draw conclusions about sexual identity among Craigslist
forum posters is limited by “straight” MSM’s abilities to effectively articulate
their sexual identities. Online ethnography presents opportunities for researchers
to examine constructions of identity in digital cultures without threatening val-
idity due to subjects’ concerns over researcher bias. This method provides
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researchers a window through which to observe authentic “straight” MSM sexu-
ality, as it is communicated to audiences of other “straight,” bisexual, and gay
men, but it also depends on textual constructions of sexual identity that cannot
be independently corroborated with posters’ actual sexual behaviors, intentions,
or desires. Future research should examine the links between Internet-mediated
personal ads and sexual activity IRL.

Further, this study makes a case for the importance of HIV and other STI
interventions online. Although mediated conceptualizations of the DL limit the
phenomenon to Black MSM, these data make clear that “straight” MSM of
many racial identities seek homosexual sex using online personal ad forums. It
further illustrates that many “straight” MSM have primary heterosexual part-
ners whom they could feasibly infect with STIs acquired through MSM sex.
Although this study cannot make claims about the actual occurrences of sex
orchestrated through Craigslist forums, it is probable that many “straight”
MSM exploring sexuality online meet for sex IRL. Public health interventionists
should turn to Craigslist and other ad forums when placing public service
announcements related to STI and HIV acquisition. This study also reminds
researchers and practitioners to be vigilant of social constructions surrounding
race and homosexuality, given that men of color face compounded pressures to
perform heteronormative sex roles. Rather than construct the DL as an explicit
risk group, interventionists should consider how “straight” MSM of all races
construct their sexual identities. Scholars should “conceptualize sexuality as
fluid” (Ford et al., 2007) so as not to overlook interventions for “straight”
MSM who do not fit definitions of the DL.
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